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Leica ADS100
Airborne digital sensor –
airborne evolution
NEW WITH

FOCAL LENGTH

Increased image quality

Reduced flight time

Fastest processing speed

With its unique features, the Leica

The Leica ADS100 product family

The Leica ADS100 features embedded

ADS100 is designed to meet the 21st

continues to lead the way in airborne

Novatel SPAN GNSS/IMU with tightly

century airborne imaging needs. A full

evolution. The improved cycle time

coupled processing to reduce fuel

multispectral colour swath width of

allows you to acquire smaller GSD at

consumption. End-to-end workflow

20,000 pixels in RGBN guarantees the

faster speed, and the 120 mm focal

from mission planning with Leica

highest data acquisition efficiency, and

length increases ground resolution,

MissionPro to orthophoto and point

full colour RGBN in the forward, nadir

making the ADS100 SH120 the perfect

cloud generation with Leica XPro let you

and backward offers more flexibility for

sensor for urban mapping and high

collect and process data at the highest

stereo interpretation.

altitude data collection applications.

level of performance.

Leica ADS100
Airborne digital sensor
Airborne evolution
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Leica ALS80
Fast & flexible airborne
LiDAR sensor

Leica DMC III
Breaking new ground.
Always.

HIGH
RESOLUTION
OPTICS

World‘s largest
swath

Revolutionary CMOS
technology

Most efficient &
intuitive workflow

Based on the all-new CMOS sensor,

The Leica DMC III is the first large format

The intuitive common data processing

specifically engineered for airborne

camera using CMOS sensor technology

platform RealWorld features a simple

applications, the Leica DMC III mapping

reaching beyond the limitations of

yet powerful workspace that allows the

solution is breaking new ground. With

traditional CCD technology. The sensor

user to easily manage even the largest

the most efficient workflow available,

Leica RCD30 Series
80 MP multispectral
RGBN imagery
NEW

+25,000
PIXELS

120 mm

captures more information with 100%

data sets. Starting from data download,

this camera offers the world’s largest

increase in dynamic range and

raw QC to basic data management, it

swath generated by a single frame

unsurpassed image quality thanks to less

guides you through the sensor-specific

capturing 25,000+ pixels across.

image noise and almost zero blooming.

processing steps.

Leica DMC III
Breaking new ground.
Always.

Efficiency from low to
high altitudes

Ultimate flexibility

Most widely used
topographic LiDAR sensor

The affordable Leica ALS80 LiDAR system

Three planar scan patterns give you control

Over a couple of hundred units in service

features industry leading 1.0 MHz pulse
rates and allows you to produce high-

over all scanning parameters, meeting the
most challenging data acquisitions with

make the Leica ALS80 field proven in every
corner of the world. It is used in applications

density point clouds for general purpose
mapping in a fraction of the time.
Perform high-AGL mapping with nearly 8
km swath and with the fastest acquisition
rates at all flying heights, even on low
reflectivity targets.

efficiency and accuracy. Acquire even point
density across the swath and set any field
of view from narrow to wide. Ultra-low
beam divergence enhances accuracy and
foliage penetration. Look into the deepest
canyons, densest forests and across the
widest plains.

such as county and state-wide mapping,
damage assessment, forestry and extreme
terrain mapping in all environments and at
temperatures of up to 40 °C. Its modular
construction allows the Leica ALS-CM to be
upgraded to ALS-HP and expand to state-ofthe-art, ultra-high density performance.

Leica ALS80
Fast & flexible
airborne LiDAR sensor

Multispectral imaging

High resolution optics

Modularity

The Leica RCD30 is the first medium

The Leica RCD30 is based on a

This innovative camera offers full

format single head camera which

modular concept for single standalone,

integration with the Leica ALS LiDAR

collects perfectly co-registered

multi-head and oblique configurations.

sensor series, other third party sensors

80 MP RGBN multispectral imagery.

It offers a choice of three focal

and professional UAV-based mapping

Innovative features and configuration

lengths up to 150 mm for a variety of

solutions. It is also compatible with the

flexibility support photogrammetric and

applications, features mechanical

highly efficient post-processing

remote sensing applications, offering

Forward Motion Compensation (FMC)

workflow RealWorld and the common

performance otherwise only known

along two axis and has a ruggedised

mission and flight planning software

from large format airborne sensors.

and thermal stabilised lens system.

Leica MissionPro and Leica FlightPro.

Leica RCD30 Series
80 MP multispectral
RGBN imagery

